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Abstract. Time bounded reachability is a fundamental problem in model check-
ing continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) and Markov decision processes (CT-
MDPs) for specifications in continuous stochastic logics. It can be computed by nu-
merically solving a characteristic linear dynamical system, which is computationally
expensive. We take a control-theoretic approach and propose a reduction technique
that finds another dynamical system of lower dimension (number of variables), such
that numerically solving the reduced dynamical system provides an approximation
to the solution of the original system with guaranteed error bounds. Our technique
generalises lumpability (or probabilistic bisimulation) to a quantitative setting. Our
main result is a Lyapunov function characterisation of the difference in the trajec-
tories of the two dynamics that depends on the initial mismatch and exponentially
decreases over time. In particular, the Lyapunov function enables us to compute an
error bound between the two dynamics as well as a convergence rate. Finally, we
show that the search for the reduced dynamics can be computed in polynomial time
using a Schur decomposition of the transition matrix. This enables us to efficiently
solve the reduced dynamical system using exponential of upper-triangular matrices.
For CTMDPs, we generalise the approach to computing a piecewise quadratic Lya-
punov functions for a switched affine dynamical system. We synthesise a policy for
the CTMDP via its reduced-order switched system in order to have time bounded
reachability probability above a threshold. We provide error bounds that depend
on the minimum dwell time of the policy. We show the efficiency of the technique
on examples from queueing networks, for which lumpability does not produce any
state space reduction and which cannot be solved without reduction.
1 Introduction
Continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) and Markov decision processes (CTMDPs) play
a central role in the modelling and analysis of performance and dependability analysis of
probabilistic systems evolving in real time. A CTMC combines probabilistic behaviour with
real time: it defines a transition system on a set of states, where the transition between two
states is delayed according to an exponential distribution. A CTMDP extends a CTMC
by introducing non-deterministic choice among a set of possible actions. Both CTMCs and
CTMDPs have been used in a large variety of applications — from biology to finance.
A fundamental problem in the analysis of CTMCs and CTMDPs is time bounded
reachability : given a CTMC, a set of states, a time bound T , and a number θ ∈ [0, 1],
it asks whether the probability of reaching the set of states within time T is at least
θ. In CTMDPs we are interested in finding a policy that resolves non-determinism for
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satisfying this requirement. Time bounded reachability is the core technical problem for
model checking stochastic temporal logics such as Continuous Stochastic Logic [1, 3], and
having efficient implementations of time bounded reachability is crucial to scaling formal
analysis of CTMCs and CTMDPs.
Existing approaches to the time bounded reachability problem are based on discretisa-
tion or uniformisation, and in practice, are expensive computational procedures, especially
as the time bound increases. The standard state-space reduction technique is probabilis-
tic bisimulation [14]: a probabilistic bisimulation is an equivalence relation on the states
that allows “lumping” together the equivalence classes without changing the value of time
bounded reachability properties, or indeed of any CSL property [3]. Unfortunately, proba-
bilistic bisimulation is a strong notion and small perturbations to the transition rates can
change the relation drastically. Thus, in practice, it is often of limited use.
In this paper, we take a control-theoretic view to state space reductions of CTMCs and
CTMDPs. Our starting point is that the forward Chapman-Kolmogorov equations char-
acterising time bounded reachability define a linear dynamical system for CTMCs and a
switched affine dynamical system for CTMDPs; moreover, one can transform the problem
so that the dynamics is stable. Our first observation is a generalisation of probabilistic
bisimulation to a quantitative setting. We show that probabilistic bisimulation can be
viewed as a projection matrix that relates the original dynamical system with its bisimu-
lation reduction. We then relax bisimulation to a quantitative notion, using a generalised
projection operation between two linear systems.
CTMCs. The generalised projection does not maintain a linear relationship between
the original and the reduced linear systems. However, our second result shows how the
difference between the states of the two linear dynamical systems can be bounded as an
exponentially decreasing function of time. The key to this result is finding an appropriate
Lyapunov function on the difference between the two dynamics, which demonstrates an
exponential convergence over time. We show that the search for a suitable Lyapunov
function can be reduced to a system of matrix inequalities, which have a simple solution,
and which leads to an error bound of the form L0e
−κt, where L0 depends on the matrices
defining the dynamics, and κ is related to the eigenvalues of the dynamics. Clearly, the
error goes to zero exponentially as t → ∞. Hence, by solving the reduced linear system,
one can approximate the time bounded reachability probability in the original system,
with a bound on the error that converges to zero as a function of reachability horizon.
For reducible CTMCs, we show that the same approach is applicable by preprocessing the
structure of CTMC and eliminating those bottom strongly connected components that do
not influence the reachability probability.
The Lyapunov approach suggests a systematic procedure to reduce the state space
of a CTMC. If the original dynamical system has dimension n, we show, using Schur
decomposition, that we can compute an m-dimensional linear system for each m ≤ n as
well as a Lyapunov-based bound on the error between the dynamics. Thus, for a given
tolerance ε, one can iterate this procedure to find an appropriate m. This m-dimensional
system can be solved using existing techniques, e.g., using exponential of upper-triangular
matrices. The results in the literature (e.g. in [9]) rely on computing solutions of matrix
inequalities, which is not scalable for dynamical systems of large dimension. In our paper,
we characterized the required nonlinear matrix (in)equalities and provided a solution based
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on Schur decomposition of the generator matrices, which can be computed in polynomial-
time.
CTMDPs. For CTMDPs, we generalise the approach for CTMCs using Lyapunov
stability theorems for switched systems. Once again, the objective is to use multiple Lya-
punov functions as a way to demonstrate stability, and derive an error bound from the
multiple Lyapunov functions. For this we construct a piecewise quadratic Lyapunov func-
tion for a switched affine dynamical system. Then we synthesise a policy for the CTMDP
via its reduced-order switched system in order to have time bounded reachability prob-
ability above a threshold. We provide error bounds that depend on the minimum dwell
time of the policy.
The notion of behavioral pseudometrics on stochastic systems as a quantitative measure
of dissimilarity between states have been studied extensively [2, 6], but mainly for discrete
time Markov models and mostly for providing an upper bound on the difference between
all formulas in a logic; by necessity, this makes the distance too pessimistic for a single
property. In contrast, our approach considers a notion of distance for a specific time-
bounded reachability property, and provides a time-varying error bound.
We have implemented our state space reduction approach and evaluated its perfor-
mance on a queueing system benchmark. Fixing time horizon and error bound, our reduc-
tion algorithm computes a reduced order system, which takes less time to run. We show
that, as the time horizon increases, we get significant reductions in the dimension of the
linear system while providing strong bounds on the quality of the approximation.
2 Continuous-Time Markov Chains
Definition 1. A continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) M = (SM, R, α) consists of a
finite set SM = {1, 2, · · · , |SM|} of states, a rate matrix R : SM × SM → R≥0, and an
initial probability distribution α : SM → [0, 1] satisfying
∑
s∈SM α(s) = 1.
Intuitively, R(s, s′) > 0 indicates that a transition from s to s′ is possible and that the
timing of the transition is exponentially distributed with rate R(s, s′). If there are several
states s′ such that R(s, s′) > 0, the chain can transition to any one of them in the following
way. A state s ∈ SM is called absorbing if and only if R(s, s′) = 0 for all s′ ∈ SM. Denote
the total rate of taking an outgoing transition from state s by E(s) =
∑
s′∈SM R(s, s
′). A
transition from a non-absorbing state s into s′ happens within time t with probability
P(s, s′, t) =
R(s, s′)
E(s)
.(1− e−E(s)t).
Intuitively, 1− e−E(s)t is the probability of taking an outgoing transition at s within time
t (exponentially distributed with rate E(s)) and R(s, s′)/E(s) is the probability of taking
transition to s′ among possible next states at s. Thus, the probability of moving from s to
s′ in one transition, written P(s, s′) is R(s,s
′)
E(s) . For an absorbing state, we have E(s) = 0
and no transitions are enabled.
A right continuous step function ρ : R≥0 → SM is called an infinite path. For a given
infinite path ρ and i ∈ N, we denote by ρS [i] the state before the (i + 1)-th step, and
by ρT [i] the time spent at ρS [i], i.e., the length of the step segment starting with ρS [i].
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Let ΠM denote the set of all infinite paths, and ΠM(s) denote the subset of those paths
starting from s ∈ SM. Let I0, . . . , Ik−1 be nonempty intervals in R≥0. The cylinder set
Cyl(s0, I0, s1, I1, . . . , sk−1, Ik−1, sk) is defined by:
{ρ ∈ ΠM | ∀0 ≤ i ≤ k . ρS [i] = si ∧ ∀0 ≤ i < k . ρT [i] ∈ Ii}.
Let F(ΠM) denote the smallest σ-algebra on ΠM containing all cylinder sets. The prob-
ability measure Probα on F(ΠM) is the unique measure defined by induction on k with
Probα(Cyl(s0)) := α(s0) and
Probα(Cyl(s0, I0, . . . , sk, [a, b], s
′)) :=
Probα(Cyl(s0, I0, . . . , sk)) ·P(sk, s′)(e−E(sk)a − e−E(sk)b).
The transient state probability, written p¯iMα (t), is defined as a row vector with elements
Probα{ρ | ρ(t) = s′}, s′ ∈ SM. The transient probabilities of M are characterised by
the forward Chapman-Kolmogorov differential equation [4], which is the system of linear
differential equations
d
dt
p¯iMα (t) = p¯i
M
α (t)Q¯, p¯i
M
α (0) = α. (1)
where Q¯ is the infinitesimal generator matrix ofM defined as Q¯ = R−diags(E(s)). Note
that
∑
s′ Q¯(s, s
′) = 0 for any s ∈ SM. piMs (t)(s′) indicates the probability that M starts
at initial state s and is at state s′ at time t. Therefore,
d
dt
p¯iMs (t) = p¯i
M
s (t)Q¯, p¯i
M
s (0) = 1(s) (2)
where p¯iMs (t) ∈ RSM is a row vector containing transient state probabilities ranging over
all states in SM. We equate the row vector with n co-ordinates with a function from
S to reals. The initial value of differential equation (2) is a vector indicating the initial
probability distribution that assigns the entire probability mass to the state s, that is,M:
p¯iM(s, 0) = 1(s), a vector whose element associated to s is one, and zero otherwise.
Let M = (S unionmulti {good,bad}, R, α) be a CTMC with two absorbing states good and
bad, where, |S| = n and let T ∈ R≥0 be a time bound. We write ProbM(1(s), T ) =
p¯iMs (T )(good). The time-bounded reachability problem asks to compute this probability.
Note that, for all T , ProbM(1(good), T ) = 1 and ProbM(1(bad), T ) = 0. In general, we
are interested in finding the probability for a given subset S0 ⊆ S of states. We denote
solution to this problem as a n0× 1 vector ProbM(C, T ), where C is a n0× (n+ 2) matrix
with n0 = |S0| ones on its main diagonal, corresponding to the states in S0. If S0 = SM,
then C is the (n+ 2)× (n+ 2) identity matrix.
3 Time-Bounded Reachability on CTMCs
3.1 From Reachability to Linear Dynamical Systems
Let M = (S unionmulti {good,bad}, R, α) be a CTMC, with |S| = n, and absorbing states good
and bad. The solution to the time-bounded reachability problem for a projection matrix
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C can be obtained by rewriting (2) as:{
d
dtZ(t) = QZ(t), Z(0) = 1(good),
ProbM(C, t) = CZ(t)
(3)
where Z(t) ∈ Rn+2 is a column vector with elements Zi(t) = ProbM(1(si), t). Notice that
in this formulation, we have let time “run backward”: we start with an initial vector which
is zero except for corresponding element to the state good and compute “backward” up
to the time T . By reordering states, if necessary, the generator matrix Q in (3) can be
written as:
Q =
 A
... χ
... β
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0
... 0
... 0
 (4)
with A ∈ Rn×n, χ ∈ Rn×1, and β ∈ Rn×1. Vectors χ and β contain the rates of jumping
to the states bad and good, respectively. With this reordering of the states, it is obvious
that in (3), Z(t)(bad) = 0 and Z(t)(good) = 1, thus we assume states good and bad
are not included in C. We write ZS(t) for the vector (in Rn) restricting Z to states in S.
These variables should satisfy{
d
dtZS(t) = AZS(t) + β, ZS(0) = 0
ProbM(CS , t) = CSZS(t),
(5)
where CS ∈ Rn0×n is the matrix obtained by omitting the last two columns of C.
Equation (5) can be seen as model of a linear dynamical system with unit input. Our
aim here is to find solution of (5) using reduction techniques from control theory while
providing guarantees on the accuracy of the computation and to interpret the solution as
the probability for time bounded reachability.
Let γ := maxi=1:n|aii|, the maximal diagonal element of A, and define matrix H as
H = Aγ + In, where In is the n× n identity matrix. We fix the following assumption.
Assumption 1. H is an irreducible matrix, i.e., its associated directed graph is strongly
connected. Moreover, β+α 6= 0. That is, either good or bad is reachable from some state
in S.
Remark 1. The above assumption is “WLOG.” First, if there is no edge from S to good
or bad, the problem is trivial. Second, the general case, when H is not irreducible can be
reduced to the assumption in polynomial time. Thus, the assumption restricts attention
to the core technical problem.
Recall that a matrix A is stable if every eigenvalue of A has negative real part. The
spectral radius of a matrix is the largest absolute value of its eigenvalues. Assumption 1
will imply the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Assumption 1 implies that matrix A is invertible and stable.
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Since the input to (5) is fixed, we try to transform it to a set of differential equations
without input but with initial value. Let us take a transformation that translates ZS(t)
by the offset vector A−1β:
X(t) := ZS(t) +A
−1β. (6)
The evolution of X(·) is: {
d
dtX(t) = AX(t), X(0) = A
−1β
ProbM(CS , t) = CSX(t) + d.
(7)
where d = −CSA−1β. The dimension (number of variables) of dynamical system (7) is n,
the size of the state space S.
Remark 2. Under Assumption 1, the solution of infinite horizon reachability problem is
−A−1β, which can be computed efficiently as the solution of a system of linear equations.
Elements of X(t) defined in (6) contains the values of finite-horizon reachability in compare
with the infinite-horizon values.
In the following, we show how the solution of this dynamical system can be approxi-
mated by a dynamical system of lower dimension. Our approach relies on stability property
of matrix A, and gives an upper bound on the approximation error that converges exponen-
tially to zero as a function of time. Thus our approach is beneficial for long time horizons
when previous techniques fail to provide tight bounds.
3.2 Bisimulation and Projections
Probabilistic bisimulation or lumpability is a classical technique to reduce the size of the
state space of a CTMC. For CTMC M = (SM, R, α) with space SM = S unionmulti {good,bad},
a bisimulation on M is an equivalence relation ∼= on SM such that good and bad are
singleton equivalence classes and for any two states s1, s2 ∈ S, s1∼=s2 implies R(s1, Θ) =
R(s2, Θ) for every equivalence class Θ of ∼=, where R(s,Θ) :=
∑
s′∈Θ R(s, s
′). Given a
bisimulation relation ∼= on M, we can construct a CTMC M¯ = (SM¯, R¯, α¯) of smaller
size such that probabilities are preserved over paths of M and M¯. In particular, s1∼=s2,
implies that
ProbM(1(s1), t) = ProbM¯(1(s2), t), ∀t ∈ R≥0.
The CTMC M¯ has the quotient state space {[s]∼= | s ∈ S} unionmulti {good,bad}, where [s]∼= is
the equivalence class of s ∈ S, rate function R¯([s]∼=, Θ) = R(s,Θ) for any Θ ∈ SM¯, and
initial distribution α¯([s]∼=) =
∑
s′∈[s]∼= α(s
′).
We now show how the differential equation (7) for M and M¯ relate. Assume that the
state space of M¯ is S¯ ∪ {good,bad}, where |S¯| = m. We have{
d
dtX¯(t) = A¯X¯(t), X¯(0) = A¯
−1β¯,
P robM¯(C¯S , t) = d¯+ C¯SX¯(t).
(8)
where A¯ and β¯ are computed similarly to that of M according to the generator matrix
of M¯. Note that A¯ is an m ×m matrix. Matrix C¯S is n0 ×m constructed according to
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S0, with |S0| ones corresponding to the quotient states {[s]∼= | s ∈ S0}. We now define a
projection matrix P∼= ∈ Rn×m as P∼=(i, j) = 1 if si ∈ [j], i.e., si belongs to the equivalence
class [j] ∈ S¯, and zero otherwise. This projection satisfies CSP∼= = C¯S , and together with
the definition of ∼= implies the following proposition.
Proposition 2. For every bisimulation ∼=, The projection matrix P∼= satisfies the follow-
ing
AP∼= = P∼=A¯, β = P∼=β¯. (9)
Conversely, every projection matrix satisfying (9) defines a bisimulation relation. In par-
ticular,
X(t) = P∼=X¯(t), ∀t ∈ R≥0. (10)
Example 1. As an example, consider the CTMC in Fig. 1 and assume first that all ij = 0.
We have omitted state bad which is unreachable. We are interested in measuring proba-
bility of reaching state good, which is made absorbing by removing its outgoing links. It
is easy to see that the bisimulation classes are {s1, s2}, {s3, s4}, and {good}. The bisimu-
lation reduction and the corresponding projection matrix P∼= are shown on the right-hand
side. The differential equation for the reduced CTMC has dimension 2.
Unfortunately, as is well known, bisimulation is a strong condition, and small pertur-
bations in the rates can cause two states to not be bisimilar. Consider a perturbed version
of the CTMC with Q as generator matrix, given below. Here, ε 6= 0 for some links, and the
CTMC on the right-hand side of Fig. 1 is not a bisimulation reduction. Let us also con-
sider a perturbed version of the CTMC on the right-hand side of Fig. 1 with the following
generator matrix and updated projection matrix:
Q=

−2.95 0 0.95 0 2
0 −3.05 1.05 0 2
0 1.5 −1.5 0 0
0 1.5 0 −1.5 0
0 0 0 0 0
,Qr=
−3.05 1.05 21.5 −1.5 0
0 0 0
,P =

.8285 .0552 .1162
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
.
Clearly these two perturbed CTMCs are not bisimilar according to the usual definition of
bisimulation relation, but the above choices satisfies the equality QP = PQr. Note that
P is no longer a projection matrix, but has entries in [0, 1], which sum up to 1 for each
row. This particular P satisfies AP = PA¯ but not β = P β¯ (see (9)). Thus the original
dynamics of X(t) and their lower-dimensional version X¯(t), reduced with P , do not satisfy
the equality (10).
However, since A is a stable matrix, we expect the trajectories of the original and the
reduced dynamics to converge, that is, the error between the trajectories to go to zero as
time goes to infinity. In the next section, we generalise projection matrices as above, and
formalise this intuition.
3.3 Generalised Projections and Reduction
Suppose we are given CTMCsM and M¯, with corresponding dynamical systems (7) and
(8), and a matrix P with entries in [0, 1] whose rows add up to 1, such that AP = PA¯. We
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S1
S2
S3
S4
good S′1 S
′
2good
1+ε13
2+ε15
1+ε232+ε25
1+ε32
1+ε42
1
2
1
P∼= =

1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1

Fig. 1. Full state ε perturbed CTMC (left), reduced order CTMC (right), and projection matrix
(right, below) computed for the perturbation free case.
call such a P a generalised projection. Define vector C¯S = CSP . In general, the equality
β = P β¯ does not hold for generalised projections. In the following we provide a method
based on Lyapunov stability theory to quantify an upper bound ε(t) such that∣∣∣ProbM(CS , t)− ProbM¯(C¯S , t)∣∣∣ ≤ ε(t), (11)
for all t ≥ 0, where ε(t) depends linearly on the mismatch β−P β¯ and decays exponentially
with t.
First, we recall some basic results for linear dynamical systems (see, e.g., [7])
d
dt
Y (t) = AY (t), Y (t) ∈ Rn, Y (0) = Y0. (12)
We call the system stable if A is a stable matrix.3 A continuous scalar function V : Rn → R
is called a Lyapunov function for dynamical system (12) if V (0) = 0; V (y) > 0 for all
y ∈ Rn\{0}; and dV (Y (t))/dt < 0 along trajectories of the dynamical system Y (t) 6= 0.
A matrix M ∈ Rn×n is symmetric if MT = M . A symmetric matrix M satisfying the
condition Y TMY > 0 for all Y ∈ Rn\{0} is called positive definite, and written M  0.
Any symmetric matrix M satisfying Y TMY ≥ 0 for all Y ∈ Rn is called positive semi-
definite, written M  0. Similarly, we can define negative definite matrices M ≺ 0 and
negative semi-definite matrices M  0. The following is standard.
Theorem 1. [13] Linear dynamical system (12) is stable iff there exists a quadratic Lya-
punov function V (Y ) = Y TMY such that M  0 and ATM + MA ≺ 0. Moreover, for
any constant κ > 0 such that ATM +MA+ 2κM  0, we have
‖Y (t)‖2 ≤ Le−κt‖Y0‖2, ∀Y0 ∈ Rn,∀t ∈ R≥0,
for some constant L ≥ 0, where ‖ · ‖2 indicates the two-norm of a vector.
Note that in our setting, we are not interested in the study of asymptotic stability of
systems, but we are given two dynamical systems (7) and (8), and we would like to know
3 In this case, it is known that limt→∞ Y (t) = 0 for any initial state Y0 ∈ Rn.
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how close their trajectories are as a function of time. In this way we can use one of them
as an approximation of the other one with guaranteed error bounds. For this reason, we
define Lyapunov function V : Rn × Rm → R of the form
V (X, X¯) = (X − PX¯)TM(X − PX¯), (13)
where M  0 is a positive definite matrix. The value of V (X(t), X¯(t)) at t = 0 can be
calculated as
V (X(0), X¯(0)) = (A−1β − PA¯−1β¯)TM(A−1β − PA¯−1β¯)
= (β − P β¯)TA−1TMA−1(β − P β¯). (14)
Using Lyapunov function (13) we can establish the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Consider dynamical systems (7) and (8) with invertible matrix A, and let
P be a generalised projection satisfying AP = PA¯. If there exist matrix M and constant
κ > 0 satisfying the following set of matrix inequalities:M  0CTSCS M
MA+ATM + 2κM  0,
(15)
then we have |ProbM(CS , t)− ProbM¯(C¯S , t)| ≤ ε(t), for all t ≥ 0, with
ε(t) = ξ‖Γ‖e−κt, (16)
where Γ := β−P β¯ is the mismatch induced by the generalised membership functions and
ξ2 = λmax(A
−1TMA−1).
The error in (16) is exponentially decaying with decay factor κ and increases linearly
with mismatch Γ . Matrix inequalities (15) in Theorem 2 are bilinear in terms of unknowns
(entries of M and constant κ) due to the multiplication between κ and M , thus difficult
to solve. In the following we show how to obtain a solution efficiently.
Theorem 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, suppose additionally that A is stable.
Then there exists M and κ such that (15) is satisfied. Further, for each r ≤ n, there is
an n× r matrix P and an r × r matrix A¯, computable in polynomial time in n, such that
AP = PA¯.
Once κ is fixed, constraints (15) become matrix inequalities that are linear in terms
of entries of M and can be solved using convex optimisation [8] and developed tools for
linear matrix inequalities [11, 15]. In particular, M = In is a valid solution to the LMI.
However, when CS is not full rank, which is the case when S0 6= S, solving the LMI for
M can result in better error bounds.
Notice that V (0) = (X(0)−PX¯(0))TM(X(0)−PX¯(0)) and using (7), we have X(0) =
A−1β. Therefore, it is important to find X¯(0) that results in the least V (0). We can
compute X¯(0) taking M into account:
X¯(0) = (PTMP )−1PTM(A−1β), (17)
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which provides a tighter initial error bound. Knowing A¯ and X¯(0), one can find β¯ = A¯X¯(0).
Theorem 3 gives an algorithm to find lower dimensional approximations to the dynam-
ical system (7) and Theorem 2 provides a quantitative error bound for the approximation.
Given a time-bounded reachability problem and an error bound ε, we iteratively compute
reduced order dynamical systems of dimension r = 1, . . . , n − 1 using Theorem 3. Then,
we check if the error bound in Theorem 3 is at most ε. If so, we solve the dynamical sys-
tem of dimension m (using, e.g., exponential of an upper-triangular matrix) to compute
an ε-approximation to the time bounded reachability problem. If not, we increase r and
search again.
4 Time-Bounded Reachability on CTMDPs
First, we define continuous-time Markov decision processes (CTMDPs) that include non-
deterministic choice of actions on top of probabilistic jumps.
Definition 2. A continuous-time Markov decision process (CTMDP) N = (SN ,D, Rd)
consists of a finite set SN = {1, 2, . . . , |S|N } of states, a finite set of possible actions D,
and action-dependent rate matrices Rd, where d ∈ D|SN | is a decision vector containing
actions taken at different states, d := {d(s) | s ∈ SN }.
Note that some of the actions may not be available at all states. Denote the set of possible
decision vectors by D ⊆ D|SN |. Similar to CTMCs, we assign an initial distribution α to
the CTMDP N . For any fixed d ∈ D, Nd = (SN , Rd, α) forms a CTMC, for which we
can define infinitesimal generator Q¯d := Rd − diags(Ed(s)) with total exit rates at state
s, Ed(s) :=
∑
s′∈SN Rd(s, s
′).
Path ω of a CTMDP N is a (possibly infinite) sequence including transitions of the
form si
di,ti−−−→ si+1, for i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., where ti ∈ R≥0 is the sojourn time in si and di ∈ D
is a possible action taken at si. A policy provides a mapping from the paths to actions of
the model, in order to resolve the nondeterminism that occurs in the states of a CTMDP
for which more than one action is possible.
Let N = (S unionmulti {good,bad},D, Rd) be a CTMDP with two absorbing states good
and bad, where, |S| = n and let T ∈ R≥0 be a time bound and θ ∈ (0, 1) a probability
threshold. We are interested in synthesising a policy pi such that probability of reaching
state good and avoiding state bad within time interval [0, T ] is at least θ:
ProbN (pi)(1(s), T ) = p¯iN (pi)s (T )(good) ≥ θ, (18)
where ProbN (pi) is the probability measure induced on paths of N by resolving non-
determinism via policy pi. Synthesising such a policy can be done by maximising the
left-hand side of (18) on the set of policies and then compare the optimal value with θ.
Such an optimal policy is shown to be in the class of time-dependent Markov policies and
can be characterised as follows [5]. We partition any generator matrix Qd corresponding
to decision vector d ∈ D, as
Qd =
Ad
... χd
... βd
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0
... 0
... 0
 (19)
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with Ad ∈ Rn×n, χd ∈ Rn×1, and βd ∈ Rn×1. Then for a CTMDP N with matrix
C indicating a subset of initial states S0 ⊆ S for which we would like to satisfy (18),
maxpi Prob
N (pi)(C, T ) can be characterised backward in time as the solution of the following
set of nonlinear differential equations{
d
dtW (t) = maxd(t)∈D Qd(t)W (t), W (0) = 1(good),
maxpi Prob
N (pi)(C, T ) = CW (t),
(20)
where W (t) is a column vector containing probabilities maxpi Prob
N (pi)(1(s), T ) as a func-
tion of initial state s.
With respect to the partitioning (19), it is obvious that in (20), W (t)(bad) = 0 and
W (t)(good) = 1 for all t ∈ R≥0. The remaining state variables WS(t) should satisfy{
d
dtWS(t) = maxd(t)∈D(Ad(t)WS(t) + βd(t)), WS(0) = 0,
maxpi Prob
N (pi)(CS , t) = CSWS(t).
(21)
The optimal policy is the one maximising the right-hand side of differential equation in
(21), pi∗ = {d(t) ∈ D | t ∈ R≥0}, thus it is time-dependent and is only a function of state of
the CTMDP at time t. Finding the optimal policy is computationally expensive particu-
larly for CTMDPs with large number of states. For instance [16] has proposed an approach
based on breaking time interval [0, T ] into smaller intervals of length δ, and then comput-
ing (approximate) optimal decisions in each interval of length Tδ sequentially. Thus, a set
of linear differential equations must be solved in each interval, which is computationally
expensive.
In the following, we will develop a new way of synthesising a policy that satisfies (18) by
approximating the solution of (21) via generalised projections and reductions. We treat
(21) as a switched affine system [10]. We are given a collection of |D| affine dynamical
systems, characterised by the pairs (Ad,βd), and the role of any policy pi = {d(t) ∈ D, t ≥
0} is to switch from one dynamical system to another by picking a different pair. The main
underlying idea of our approximate computation is to consider the reduced order version
of these dynamical systems and find a switching policy pi. We provide guarantees on the
closeness to the exact reachability probability when this policy is applied to the original
CTMDP. For this we require the following assumption.
Assumption 2. Matrices {Ad, d ∈ D} are all stable.
Note that this assumption is satisfied if for each setting of actions, the resulting CTMC is
irreducible (Prop. 1) and the time-bounded reachability problem does not have a trivial
solution.
Under Assumption 2, we can find matrix Md and constant κd > 0, for any d ∈ D, such
that the following matrix inequalities hold:Md  0CTSCS Md
MdAd +A
T
dMd + 2κdMd  0,
(22)
We need the following lemma that gives us a bound on the solution of reduced order
systems.
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Lemma 1. Suppose generalised projections Pd and matrices A¯d satisfy AdPd = PdA¯d for
any d ∈ D. Then V (X¯d) = X¯Td M¯dX¯d with M¯d = PTd MdPd and Md satisfying (22), is a
Lyapunov function for dX¯d(t)/dt = A¯dX¯d(t). Moreover,
‖X¯d(t1)‖M¯d ≤ ‖X¯d(t0)‖M¯de−κd(t1−t0), ∀t1 ≥ t0, (23)
where ‖Y ‖G :=
√
Y TGY is the weighted two-norm of a vector Y .
Consider an arbitrary time-dependent Markov policy pi = {d(t) ∈ D, t ≥ 0}. Then
there is a sequence of decision vectors (d0, d1, d2, . . .) with switching times (t0, t1, t2, . . .)
such that actions in di are selected over time interval [ti−1, ti) depending on the state of
N , for any i = 0, 1, 2, . . . with t−1 = 0. We first study time-bounded reachability for N
under policy pi, which can be characterised as the switched system:
d
dt
WS(t) = AdiWS(t) + βdi , ∀t ∈ [ti−1, ti), i = 0, 1, . . . (24)
Similar to our discussion on CTMC, we prefer to move constant inputs βdi in (24) into
initial states. Therefore, we define the following piecewise translation
X(t) := WS(t) +A
−1
di
βdi , ∀t ∈ [ti−1, ti), i = 0, 1, 2, . . . (25)
that depends also on pi. Thus the evolution of X(t) becomes
d
dt
X(t) = AdiX(t), ∀t ∈ [ti−1, ti), i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (26)
with jumps happening at switching times
∆X(ti) := X(ti)−X(t−i ) = A−1di+1βdi+1 −A−1di βdi . (27)
This quantity is exactly the difference between unbounded reachability probability if one
of decision vectors di and di+1 is taken independent of time. Similarly, we define
∆ij := A
−1
dj
βdj −A−1di βdi , (28)
which will be used later in Theorem 4. Now we construct the reduced order switched
system
d
dt
X¯(t) = A¯diX¯(t), ∀t ∈ [ti−1, ti), i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (29)
with A¯d satisfying AdPd = PdA¯d for all d ∈ D. We choose the values of jumps ∆X¯(ti) :=
X¯(ti) − X¯(t−i ) so that the behaviour of (29) is as close as possible to (26). For this, we
have
X¯(ti) := arg min
X¯
∥∥∆X(ti)− Pdi+1X¯ + PdiX¯(t−i )∥∥Mdi+1 , (30)
which can be computed for any value of X¯(t−i ).
Define the dwell time of a policy pi by τ = mini(ti − ti−1), i.e., the minimum time
between two consecutive switches of decision vectors in pi. Next theorem quantifies the
error between the two switched system using dwell time.
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Theorem 4. Given a CTMDP N , a policy pi, and bounded-time reachability over [0, T ]
characterised via (26). Suppose there exist Md, κd satisfying (22), constant µ satisfies
Md  µMd′ for all d, d′ ∈ D, and matrices A¯d, Pd are computed such that AdPd = PdA¯d.
Then it holds that
‖X(T )− Pdn+1X¯(T )‖Mdn+1 ≤
[
η(1− gn)
1− g + g
nε0
]
e−κ(T−tn), (31)
where g := µe−κτ with κ = mind κd being the minimum decay rate and τ dwell time of pi.
Constant η = max ηij with
ηij := min
X¯j
max
X¯i
∥∥∆ij + PdiX¯i − Pdj X¯j∥∥Mdj , (32)
and ∆ij defined in (28). Finally, ε0 := ‖A−1d0 βd0 − Pd0X¯(0)‖Md0 , X¯(0) is computed using
weighted least square method similar to (17), and tn is the last switching time before time
bound T .
Note that ηij ’s in Theorem 4 are well-defined due to the fact that X¯i, X¯j are states of
the reduced order systems and are bounded as stated in Lemma 1.
Remark 3. (1) The precision of the bound in (31) can be increased in two ways. First, the
bound will be lower (smaller g) for policies with larger dwell time τ . Second, if we increase
the order of reduced system, η and ε0 will become smaller.
(2) The gain g solely depends on the CTMDP N and dwell time of policy pi. In order
to have a meaningful error bound, dwell time should satisfy τ > log µκ . This condition is
already true if we find a common Lyapunov function for the CTMDP N , i.e., if there is
one matrix M independent of the decision vector d satisfying (22). In that case, µ = 1 and
dwell time can be freely selected. As we saw for CTMCs, we can always select M as the
identity matrix (and thus, the square of the L2-norm as the common Lyapunov function)
and ensure this property. However, this choice of M may have a larger initial error.
So far we discussed reduction and error computation for a given policy pi. Notice that the
statement of Theorem 4 holds for any policy as long as it has a dwell time at least τ .
Therefore, we can find a policy using reduced system and apply it to the original CTMDP
N with the goal of increasing reachability probability. For a given CTMDPN , time horizon
T , probability threshold θ, and error bound , we select a dwell time τ and order of the
reduced system such that εn ≤  with n = T/τ . Then we construct a policy pi using the
reduced order system (29) by setting d0 = arg maxdAdX(0). The next selection of policies
are done by respecting dwell time and di+1 = arg maxd PdA¯dX¯(t) for t ≥ ti + τ with ti
being the previous switching time. If the computed interval for reachability probability is
not above θ, we go back and improve the results by increasing the order of the reduced
system.
5 Simulation Results
In this section, we use our results for reachability analysis of tandem network [12], which
is a queuing network shown in Fig. 2 and consists of a M/Cox2/1 queue composed with
a M/M/1 queue.
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Fig. 2. A typical tandem network. Fig. 3. Error bound as a function of time horizon
and order of the reduced system.
Both queuing stations have a capacity of cap. The first queuing station has two phases
for processing jobs while the second queuing station has only one phase. Processing phases
are indicated by circles in Fig. 2. Jobs arrive at the first queuing station with rate λ¯ and
are processed in the first phase with rate µ1. After this phase, jobs are passed through
the second phase with probability a, which are then processed with rate µ2. Alternatively,
jobs will be sent directly to the second queuing station with probability b, a percent of
which will have to undergo a repair phase and will go back to the first station with rate
∆λ to be processed again. Processing in the second station has rate µ3.
The tandem network can be modelled as a CTMC with a state space of size determined
by cap. We find the probability of reaching to the configurations in which both stations are
at their full capacity (blocked state) starting from a configuration in which both stations
are empty (empty state). We consider cap = 5 which results in a CTMC with 65 states.
We have chosen values µ1 = µ2 = 2, µ3 = λ = 4, a = 0.1, b = 0.9 and ∆λ = 0. Matrix
inequalities (15) are satisfied with M being identity and κ = 0.001. Using the reduction
technique of Section 3, we can find approximate solution of reachability with only 3 state
variables. Fig. 3 gives the error bound as a function of time horizon of reachability and
order of the reduced system. As discussed, the error goes to zero exponentially as a function
of time horizon. It also converges to zero by increasing the order of reduced system. Fig. 5
(left) shows reachability probability computed over the tandem network and the reduced
order system together with the error bound as a function of time horizon. The error has the
initial value 0.36, computed via the choice of initial reduced state in (17), and converges to
zero exponentially with rate 0.001. Our experiments show that for a fixed error bound 0.2
and time horizon 100 [sec], we get reductions of 43% in dimension and 53% in computation
time.
Now consider a scenario that the network can operate in fast or safe modes. In fast
mode, less jobs are sent through the second phase (corresponding to a smaller value of a);
this, in turn, increases the probability that jobs which did not pass second phase, need to
be processed again. We model influence of returned jobs as an increase in ∆λ.
We consider the case that there are two possible rates a ∈ {0.6, 0.7} corresponding
respectively to fast and safe modes. If fast mode is chosen, 10% of jobs will be returned
(p = 0.1) with rate ∆λ = 0.05. In the safe mode, only 5% of jobs (p = 0.05) will be
returned with the same rate ∆λ. We set λ = 6 and other rates are kept the same as
defined above.
A tandem network with capacity cap = 2 and these two modes can be modeled as
a CTMDP with 16 states and 16 decision vectors. Fig. 4 depicts state diagram of this
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Fig. 4. State diagram of a CTMDP with 16 states and 16 decision vectors corresponding to a
tandem network with capacity 2. States S1, S2, S3, S4 have two modes with rates a ∈ {0.6, 0.7}.
CTMDP with states S1, S2, S3, S4 having two modes with the corresponding value of rate
a. We assume the tandem network is initially at blocked state and consider synthesising a
strategy with respect to the probability of having both queuing stations being empty. We
have implemented the approach of Section 4 and obtained a reduced system of order 6 with
ε0 = 0.06 for given time bound T = 200 [sec] and dwell time τ = 40 [sec]. Fig. 5 (right)
demonstrates reachability probabilities as a function of time for both tandem network
and its reduced counterpart together with the error bound and the optimal trajectory.
Intuitively, choosing fast mode in the beginning will result in faster progress of the tasks,
especially when queues are more loaded; however, continue of such a selection will result in
high number of returned jobs which is not desired. This behaviour is observed depending
on the state and three switches happens in states S2, S3, S4. Jumps in the error bound are
in the order of 10−4 thus not noticeable in Fig. 5 (right).
6 Discussions
We have taken a control-theoretic view on the time bounded reachability problem for
CTMCs and CTMDPs. We show the dynamics associated with the problems are stable,
and use this as the basis for state space reduction. We define reductions as generalised
projections between state spaces and find a Lyapunov characterisation of the error be-
tween the original and the reduced dynamics. This provides a formal error bound on the
solution which decreases exponentially over time. Our experiments on queueing systems
demonstrate that, as the time horizon grows, we can get significant reductions in state
(and thus, model checking complexity).
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Fig. 5. Left: approximate reachability probability for tandem network as a function of time hori-
zon with guaranteed error bounds; Right: approximate reachability probability for tandem net-
work with 16 decision vectors including guaranteed error bounds.
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